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The holiday season is over and it’s back to work! The 

first two weeks of January have been a good time to 

reflect on the insurance coverage decisions issued in 

2019, and how those decisions will impact our practice 

and our clients. 

From Related Claims, to Prior Acts, to policy 

application issues and beyond, 2019 was packed with 

key insurance coverage decisions. In this article, we 

provide a brief snapshot of ten of those key decisions 

from the past year.  

Given the number of significant decisions in 2019, the “Top 10” 

selection process was difficult, and was guided by the following 

criteria: 

1. Does the decision address a significant, hotly debated 

issue that is frequently disputed between insurers and 

policyholders? 

2. Is the court’s rationale instructive in better 

understanding how to apply the relevant policy terms, 

conditions and/or exclusions? 

3. Will the holding impact claims handling strategy and 

underwriting decisions?  

4. Does the decision depart from prior precedent, or is 

there a possibility that the decision will set precedent in 

one or more areas of insurance coverage law? 
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Based on this criteria, the ten cases discussed below, 

organized by date, made the final cut. For each 

decision, we include the key takeaway (i.e., “why it’s 

important”), a brief background, and the court’s 

holding. 

As we look to the year ahead, we expect that the 

issues driving these ten decisions will remain at the 

forefront of coverage disputes between insurers and 

policyholders. 

1. Scottsdale Insurance Co. v. CSC Agility 
Platform, Inc., 2019 WL 1452910 (C.D. 
California February 4, 2019) 

Why it’s important 

Policy application issues are always challenging. This is 

a good example of a case where an insurer prevailed in 

a coverage dispute based on an exclusion for 

misrepresentations in the policy application. The court 

held that the insurer was entitled to a presumption of 

materiality because it had specifically requested the 

information in the application. 

Jurisdiction  

United States District Court, Central District of 

California 

Applicable law 

California 

Brief background 

In its application for a business and management 

liability policy, a technology start-up company 

answered “No” to a question asking whether it 

“contemplate[d] transacting any mergers or 

acquisitions within the next 12 months where such 

merger or acquisition would involve more than 50% of 

the total assets of the company[.]”  

At the time the application was signed, the company 

was in discussions with potential business partners 

over the course of several months which included 

discussions about a potential acquisition. However, the 

company had not received a formal acquisition offer. 

Shortly after the policy incepted, the company was 

acquired and ultimately faced litigation and 

government investigations arising out of alleged 

misrepresentations made in connection with the 

acquisition.  

The insurer filed suit to recoup the amounts paid 

under the policy based on its Warranty Exclusion, 

which provided: “[I]n the event the Application, 

including materials submitted or required to be 

submitted therewith, contains any misrepresentation 

or omission made with the intent to deceive, or 

contains any misrepresentation or omission which 

materially affects either the acceptance of the risk or 

the hazard assumed by Insurer under this Policy, this 

Policy, including each and all Coverage Sections, shall 

be void ab initio with respect to any Insureds who had 

knowledge of such misrepresentation or omission.” 

Issue 

Whether the insured breached the Warranty Exclusion 

when it answered “No” to a question asking whether it 

“contemplate[d] transacting any mergers or 

acquisitions within the next 12 months” at a time 

when it had been engaged in discussions about a 

potential merger acquisition but had not received a 

formal acquisition offer? 

Holding 

Yes. The company did not dispute that a potential 

business partner repeatedly called, emailed, and 

attended meetings with company executives to discuss 

its desire to purchase the company for several months 

leading up to the policy application. Therefore, the 

key issue was the meaning of the word “contemplate” 

within the application question. The insurer argued 

that the word “contemplate” should be interpreted to 

mean “to view or consider with continued attention.”  

The company argued that “contemplate” should be 

interpreted to refer only to consideration of a formal 

acquisition offer. Under this definition, the company 

argued that answering “No” was not a 

misrepresentation because the company’s board of 

directors was not considering a formal offer from the 

potential business partner at the time the insurance 

application was submitted.  

The court rejected the company’s argument and ruled 

in favor of the insurer. First, the court concluded that 

the question was susceptible to only one reasonable 

interpretation, one which encompassed more than 

formal acquisition offers.  

Second, the court held that the insurer was entitled to 

a presumption of materiality because it had requested 

the information in the application, and the company 
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failed to provide rebutting evidence that the insurer 

would not have increased the premium had the 

company admitted that it contemplated being 

acquired in the next 12 months. 

2. BioChemics, Inc. v. AXIS Reinsurance 
Company, 924 F.3d 633 (1st Cir. May 23, 
2019) 

Why it’s important 

The issue of what constitutes a “Claim” comes up in 

many different contexts. Here, the court clarifies that 

all of the components of a single investigation 

constitute the “Claim” when the “Claim” definition 

includes a “proceeding” (and rejects the argument 

that the “Claim” can be split up into multiple 

demands). This case also follows the trend of courts 

upholding broad related claims / wrongful acts 

language. 

Jurisdiction 

United States Court of Appeals, First Circuit 

Applicable law 

Massachusetts 

Brief background 

Prior to the policy period, the SEC commenced a “Non-

Public Formal Investigation” by issuing a Formal Order 

(the “2011 Order”). The 2011 Order mentioned an 

officer by name and identified several “possible” 

securities violations that included instances of fraud 

and misrepresentation beginning as early as 2009 that 

were aimed at distorting the value of company 

securities.  

Also prior to the policy period, the SEC served 

subpoenas on the company (the “2011 subpoenas”). 

The 2011 subpoenas requested documents pertaining 

to the company’s finances, operations, drugs under 

development, interactions with pharmaceutical 

companies, and payments to an officer. The 2011 

subpoenas bore the same caption as the 2011 Order 

and expressly referenced the 2011 Order as authorizing 

their issuance.  

Following commencement of the policy period, the SEC 

served deposition subpoenas on the officer and other 

individuals, and follow-up document subpoenas on the 

company and officer (the “2012 subpoenas”). The 2012 

subpoenas bore the same caption as the 2011 Order 

and the 2011 subpoenas. Finally, the SEC commenced 

an Enforcement Action against the company, an 

officer, and two other individuals (the “2012 Action”).  

The 2012 Action alleged that beginning as early as 

2009, the company and the officer “engaged in a 

fraudulent scheme” to mislead investors about the 

company’s value. The insurer denied coverage for the 

2012 subpoenas and the 2012 Action on the basis that 

they were part of same single “Claim” that was first 

made prior to inception of the policy period. 

Issue 

Whether the SEC order of investigation, subpoenas, 

and enforcement action were all part of a single 

“Claim” first made before policy inception? 

Holding 

Yes. (1) Where the policy defined “D&O Claim” to 

include either “written demand for non-monetary 

relief” or “civil, administrative or regulatory 

proceeding,” subpoenas were components of a single 

“Claim” and not individual “Claims” in their own right; 

(2) Where “Interrelated Wrongful Acts” provision 

stated that “coverage under this policy shall apply only 

with respect to Claims deemed to have been first 

made during the policy period,” the provision 

addressed the availability of coverage and not just 

limits of liability; (3) Although 2012 Action includes 

reference to at least one “Wrongful Act” that occurred 

after the 2011 Order and 2011 subpoenas were issued, 

“substantial overlap” of the “Wrongful Acts” alleged 

otherwise required the aggregation of the “Claims” 

under the “Interrelated Wrongful Acts” provision. 

3. Office Depot v. AIG Specialty Insurance 
Co., 2019 WL 4570011 (C.D. California 
June 21, 2019) 

Why it’s important 

This is a good example of a court upholding the plain 

language of a broad-form Contractual Liability 

Exclusion, and also provides a helpful discussion of 

how to apply a “but for” test when interpreting a 

carve-back for “liability in the absence of the 

agreement.” Among other coverage issues, the court 

also upheld a Prior Acts Exclusion with Wrongful acts 

occurring both before and after the relevant prior acts 

date. 
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Jurisdiction 

United States District Court, Central District of 

California 

Applicable law 

California 

Brief background 

In 2009, a qui tam relator and former Office Depot 

employee filed a complaint under seal against Office 

Depot. The lawsuit was brought on behalf of over 

1,000 California state and local government entities 

which were allegedly overcharged by Office Depot 

through a variety of underhanded pricing practices.  

The lawsuit specifically involved a supply contract 

between Office Depot and the US Communities 

Government Purchasing Alliance (the “USC Contract”). 

It was Office Depot’s alleged fraudulent conduct in 

overcharging the government entities who opted into 

the USC Contract that was at the heart of the lawsuit.  

It was alleged that Office Depot engaged in an 

overcharging scheme that involved: (1) falsely 

promising in marketing materials that the plaintiffs 

would receive the best pricing available to any 

government entity through provisions in the USC 

Contract; (2) causing the plaintiffs to switch to higher 

pricing structures and using its catalogs and website to 

disguise the increased charges resulting from the 

switch; and (3) misrepresenting the costs by excluding 

manufacturer rebates, so it could charge more under 

the US Contract for non-core items; (4) changing its 

prices frequently and without disclosure, despite its 

commitment under the USC Contract to increase prices 

only twice per year; and (5) discontinuing products on 

its core list so it could charge more for a comparable 

item on the non-core list, for a private-label item.  

The operative complaint contained a single cause of 

action against Office Depot for violation of the 

California False Claims Act. Office Depot ultimately 

settled the lawsuit by agreeing to pay $77.5 million, 

consisting of $68.5 million in damages and $9 million in 

attorneys’ fees. After the qui tam complaint was 

unsealed and served on Office Depot in 2012, Office 

Depot tendered the complaint for defense and 

indemnity coverage under two consecutive media 

liability insurance policies issued by AIG for the 2007-

08 and 2008-09 policy periods.  
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AIG denied coverage on several grounds, including a 

Contractual Liability Exclusion, the Prior Acts 

Exclusion, and the Regulatory Exclusion. Office Depot 

then filed a complaint for declaratory judgment and 

breach of contract action against AIG. The parties filed 

cross-motions for partial summary judgment on AIG’s 

duty to defend and indemnify. 

Issue 

(1) Whether Office Depot’s wrongful acts first occurred 

during the policy periods; (2) Whether the Contractual 

Liability Exclusion barred coverage for a lawsuit 

involving False Claims Act and common law fraud 

claims; (3) Whether the Prior Acts Exclusion barred 

coverage for the entire lawsuit even though certain 

wrongful acts occurred after the prior acts date; and 

(4) Whether the Regulatory Exclusion barred coverage 

for a qui tam lawsuit. 

Holding 

(1) No. The policies provided that AIG would provide 

coverage for Office Depot’s wrongful acts so long as 

the wrongful acts occurred during the policy period. 

Because the lawsuit sought damages for sales 

transactions over a ten-year period starting in 2001 

and continuing through 2011, the court concluded that 

the wrongful acts did not first take place during the 

relevant policy periods. Accordingly, the court held 

that the lawsuit did not trigger the AIG policies. 

(2) Yes. The Contractual Liability Exclusion excluded 

coverage for any claim “alleging, arising out of or 

resulting, directly or indirectly, from any liability or 

obligation under contract or out of any breach of 

contract.” In holding that the Contractual Liability 

Exclusion applied, the court noted that the 

Contractual Liability Exclusion was even broader than 

the typical “arising out of” exclusion; that the 

exclusion’s carve-back for “liability or obligation an 

Insured would have in the absence of such contract or 

agreement” is governed by a “but for” test. Because 

the court determined that the False Claims Act and 

common law claims would not have existed “but for” 

the USC Contract, the Contractual Liability Exclusion 

operated as a complete bar to coverage. 

(3) Yes. The Prior Acts Exclusion excluded coverage for 

any claim “alleging, arising out of or resulting, directly 

or indirectly, from any wrongful act, related wrongful 

act, or series of continuous or repeated wrongful acts 

where the first such wrongful act occurs prior to the 

inception of or subsequent to the termination of the 

policy period.” First, the court reaffirmed the broad 

nature of the “arising out of” language in the Prior 

Acts Exclusion, stating that “if the first of many 

related wrongful acts occurred prior to the inception 

of the policy period, all such related acts are excluded 

from coverage.” Next, the court related all of Office 

Depot’s alleged wrongful acts. 

(4) Yes. The Regulatory Exclusion excluded coverage 

for any claim “that is brought by or on behalf of . . . 

any . . . federal, state, or local government agency.” 

The court held that the Regulatory Exception applied 

to bar coverage because a qui tam lawsuit is, by 

definition, brought “by or on behalf of” a government 

agency. 

4. UBS Financial Services, Inc. of Puerto 
Rico v. XL Specialty Insurance Co., 929 
F.3d 11 (1st Cir. July 3, 2019) 

Why it’s important 

The court broadly construed a Specific Litigation 

Exclusion with “in any way involving” language, and 

also applied the exclusion to the entire “Claim,” i.e., 

the civil proceeding, rather than splitting up the Claim 

into multiple demands. Therefore, the court’s decision 

underscores the principle that in the absence of 

specific language or severability, exclusions apply to 

an entire “Claim,” as opposed to only a portion of a 

Claim. The court also considered the underwriting 

process in reaching its holding, as UBS attempted to 

narrow the scope of the Specific Litigation Exclusion 

during the underwriting process, but XL rejected the 

proposed changes. 

Jurisdiction 

United States Court of Appeals, First Circuit 

Applicable law 

Puerto Rico 

Brief background 

UBS, through its various units, was an underwriter for 

various tax-exempt Puerto Rican municipal bonds. UBS 

also sold shares of closed-end funds containing those 

municipal bonds and was involved in managing 23 such 

closed-end funds. The SEC began investing UBS in 2009 

for violations of securities laws. The SEC ultimately 

concluded that UBS misrepresented risks associated 

with shares in the funds and effectively controlled the 
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prices of the shares by controlling sales in the 

secondary market for the shares.  

UBS paid $26 million to settle the SEC charges. In 

addition, in 2010, investors from the funds sued UBS 

claiming that the bank operated on all sides of the 

fund transactions, manipulated the market to the 

detriment of the investors, and used the funds as a 

dumping ground for toxic pension bonds in order to 

maximize the bonds offering price In 2011, UBS sought 

new insurance coverage.  

XL provided primary coverage and during underwriting 

negotiations the parties agreed to include a Specific 

Litigation Exclusion that barred coverage for any Claim 

“in connection with” with the 2009 SEC investigation 

or the 2010 lawsuit, as well as any Claim “based upon, 

arising out of, directly or indirectly resulting from, in 

consequence of, or in any way involving any such 

proceeding or any fact, circumstance or situation 

underlying or alleged therein.”  

Hence, if any new claim was related to either the 2009 

SEC investigation or the 2010 lawsuit, it was not 

covered by the policy. After the policy was purchased, 

UBS faced additional lawsuits, investigations, and 

arbitration proceedings related to its activities in the 

Puerto Rican bond market.  

Specifically, the new matters involved allegations that 

customers were over-concentrated in its closed-end 

funds, that UBS made unsuitable recommendations 

promoting the use of fund shares as collateral for 

credit lines, and that UBS misrepresented the risks 

associated with investing in the funds. UBS notified XL 

of the claims and expected litigations, but XL denied 

coverage citing the Specific Litigation Exclusion. In the 

ensuing coverage litigation, the district court ruled in 

favor of XL. The First Circuit affirmed. 

Issue 

Whether the Specific Litigation Exclusion, as written, 

required “substantial overlap” between the prior and 

new matters. 

Holding 

No. In ruling in favor of XL, the First Circuit took an 

expansive reading of the subject Specific Litigation 

Exclusion and applied the plain language of the 

exclusion to bar all coverage for the new matters. In 

doing so, the court distinguished this case from prior 

case law applying the “substantial overlap” test to a 

specific litigation exclusion.  

In distinguishing the Specific Litigation Exclusion here, 

the court emphasized the exclusion’s use of the “in 

any way involving” connector, indicating that it 

viewed such language to be a “mop up” clause 

intended to exclude anything not already excluded.  

The court also emphasized the exclusion’s use of “any” 

before the terms “fact, circumstance or situation,” as 

opposed to the limiting phrase “the same or any 

substantially similar” used in the policy at issue in the 

prior case law. The court also noted that during the 

underwriting of the policy, UBS attempted to narrow 

the scope of the Specific Litigation Exclusion, but XL 

rejected the proposed changes.  

Finally, the court rejected UBS’s argument that the 

Specific Litigation Exclusion does not bar coverage for 

entire claims, rather only those portions of the claims 

with the requisite nexus to the prior matters. 

5. Pfizer Inc. v. Arch Insurance Company, 
2013 WL 3306043 (Del. Super. Ct. July 23, 
2019) 

Why it’s important 

Another pro-policyholder decision out of Delaware. 

Here, the court held that Delaware law controlled 

despite several factors weighing in favor of New York. 

Under Delaware law, the court applied the narrow 

“fundamentally identical” standard in determining 

whether two Claims are related. With the increase of 

coverage litigation in the Delaware courts, this 

decision will be cited by policyholders on choice of law 

and related claims. 

Jurisdiction 

Delaware Superior Court 

Applicable law 

Delaware 

Brief background 

The Morabito Action (the second claim) was a 

securities fraud class action brought by shareholders of 

Pfizer alleging that Pfizer and its directors, officers, 

and employees made false representations and 

omissions regarding the cardiovascular risks associated 

with two of Pfizers’s drugs—Celebrex and Bextra. 

Pfizer and the individual defendants settled the 

Morabito Action for $486 million, and incurred $82 

million in defense costs.  
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Pfizer’s directors and officers liability insurers denied 

coverage for the Morabito Action, claiming that 

coverage was barred by a Related Wrongful Acts 

Exclusion and a Specific Litigation Exclusion, as related 

to the Garber Action (the first claim). The Garber 

Action was a securities fraud class action brought by 

shareholders of Pharmacia who purportedly incurred 

financial losses as a result of false and misleading 

statements contained in a study commissioned by 

Pharmacia regarding Celebrex’s gastrointestinal health 

risks.  

By way of high level comparison, both the Morabito 

Action and the Garber Action were securities fraud 

class actions alleging violations of Sections 10(b) and 

20(a) of the Exchange Act (and the rules promulgated 

thereunder). The Morabito Action was brought by 

stockholders of Pfizer, whereas the Garber Action was 

brought by stockholders of Pharmacia (prior to being 

acquired by Pfizer).  

The Morabito Action alleged that Pfizer and the 

individual defendants made false misrepresentations 

regarding the cardiovascular risks associated with 

Celebrex and Bextra, whereas the Garber Action 

alleged that Pharmacia and its co-marketer Pfizer 

made false and misleading statements regarding the 

gastrointestinal health risks of Celebrex. The Specific 

Litigation Exclusion excluded coverage for any Claim 

“arising out of, based upon or attributable to” the 

Garber Action or “any Wrongful Act alleged in such 

litigation or proceeding, or any other Wrongful Act 

whenever occurring, which, together with any 

Wrongful Act alleged in such litigation or proceeding, 

constitute Interrelated Wrongful Acts.”  

The Related Wrongful Acts Exclusion excluded 

coverage for any Claim “any Breach of Fiduciary Duty, 

Wrongful Acts, underlying facts, circumstances, acts or 

omissions in any way related to, directly or indirectly, 

to” the Garber Action. 

Issue 

Whether two securities claims concerning drug 

Celebrex are sufficiently related such that Related 

Wrongful Acts Exclusion and/or Specific Litigation 

Exclusion bars coverage for second claim. 

Holding 

No. As a threshold matter, the court found that 

Delaware—and not New York—substantive law applied. 

Delaware and New York have significantly different 

standards for claim interrelatedness analysis. Under 

Delaware law, “relatedness” or “arising out of” policy 

language is interpreted as precluding coverage only 

where two underlying actions are “fundamentally 

identical.”  

Conversely, under New York law, coverage is 

precluded where two underlying actions share a 

“sufficient factual nexus,” which in turn means that 

the underlying actions “arise from common facts and 

where the logically connected facts and circumstances 

demonstrated a factual nexus among the Claims.”  

Despite the fact that some of the Second 

Restatement’s “most significant relationship” test 

factors tipped in favor of New York, the court 

concluded that application of Delaware law was most 

consistent with the parties’ reasonable expectations at 

the time of contracting because Delaware law was the 

sole law expressly contemplated by the policies’ 

alternative dispute resolution provisions.  
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Next, the court found that the Garber and Morabito 

Actions were not “fundamentally identical,” and 

therefore the exclusions did not apply. The court 

found that while there may have been some “thematic 

similarities,” the underlying actions were “in all 

relevant respect, different” and involved “entirely 

distinct misrepresentations of very different health 

risks associated with Celebrex.”  

Accordingly, the court granted Pfizer’s motion for 

partial summary judgment and denied the directors 

and officers liability insurers’ cross-motion for partial 

summary judgment. 

6. Solera Holdings, Inc. v. XL Specialty 
Insurance Company, 213 A.3d 1239 (Del. 
Sup. Ct. July 31, 2019)  

Why it’s important 

Solera is the first written opinion addressing coverage 

for an appraisal action under a D&O policy. Although 

the majority of appraisal litigation is in Delaware, the 

exposure is not limited to Delaware. In light of Solera, 

which is on appeal, we expect policyholders to seek 

coverage for all elements of appraisal actions, 

including defense costs, pre-judgment interest and 

even settlements/judgments.  

Given the significant potential “Loss” associated with 

appraisal actions, this is not only an issue for the 

primary insurers.  Excess insurers also face significant 

potential exposure for appraisal actions. Although 

there has been a significant drop-off in Delaware 

appraisal actions in recent years, appraisal actions are 

not going away. 

Jurisdiction 

Delaware Superior Court 

Applicable law 

Delaware 

Brief background 

After the insured was acquired by a private company, 

several of the insured’s shareholders filed an appraisal 

action in the Delaware Court of Chancery. The 

insured’s directors and officers liability insurer denied 

coverage for expenses incurred defending the 

appraisal action, on the basis that the appraisal action 

was not a “Securities Claim” within the meaning of the 

policy. The insurer contended that that the appraisal 

action is not a claim for “violation” of any federal, 

state, or local statute, regulation, rule, or common 

law regulating securities because a “violation” of law 

must involve wrongdoing, and allegations of 

wrongdoing are not required in an appraisal action. 

Issue 

Whether an appraisal action qualifies as a covered 

“Securities Claim.” 

Holding 

Yes. The policy did not define the term “violation” but 

the insurer interpreted the term to require allegations 

of wrongdoing. The court disagreed. Because the 

policy did not define the term “violation,” the court 

referred to the term’s plain and ordinary meaning and 

concluded that “nothing in the policy’s use of the word 

violation purports to limit coverage only to claims 

containing allegations of wrongdoing because the 

common meaning of the word violation in this context 

is not limited to wrongdoing.”  

Instead, the court found that the term “violation” 

simply means “a breach of the law and the 

contravention of a right or duty.” Applying that 

interpretation to the case, the court concluded that 

the appraisal action is a “Securities Claim” because an 

appraisal action under Section 262 of Delaware’s 

General Corporation Law “necessarily alleges a 

violation of law or rule.”  

Under Delaware law, shareholders have the right to 

receive “fair value” for their shares when they are 

cashed out of their positions through certain types of 

mergers or consolidations.” Therefore, the court 

reasoned, “a demand for appraisal is an allegation that 

the company contravened that right by not paying 

shareholders the fair value to which they are 

entitled.”  

Accordingly, the appraisal action is a claim against the 

insured for a violation of law and therefore is a 

“Securities Claim” under the policy. 
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7. Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance 
Company v. Sabal Insurance Group, Inc., 
2019 WL 4014100 (11th Cir. August 26, 
2019)  

Why it’s important 

Insurers and policyholders are constantly battling over 

disgorgement – whether the “Loss” represents a true 

disgorgement in the first instance, and whether a 

particular state’s public policy prohibits coverage for 

disgorgement. Therefore, the issue of disgorgement 

typically comes down to which state’s law applies. In 

this decision, the 11th Circuit confirmed that 

disgorgement is uninsurable under Florida law. Unlike 

other recent decisions (mostly applying Delaware law), 

the court rejected the policyholders’ argument that in 

light of the conduct exclusion in the policy (which 

requires a final adjudication on the merits), an insurer 

cannot deny coverage for disgorgement in the absence 

of a final adjudication. 

Jurisdiction 

United States Court of Appeals, Eleventh Circuit 

Applicable law 

Florida 

Brief background 

Following an investigation by the Miami-Dade County 

Office of the Inspector General regarding the business 

dealings of the insured company and its CEO, the CEO 

was arrested and the company and CEO were charged 

with grand theft. Under the alleged scheme, the 

insured entity—an insurance agency—overcharged its 

own insured by creating invoices with fraudulently 

inflated premiums.  

The insureds settled the charges with the State of 

Florida pursuant to a Stipulated Settlement 

Agreement, in which they agreed to make various 

payments to the alleged victim and other entities. 

Specifically, the insureds agreed to make the following 

payments: a payment of $184,000 to the Miami-Dade 

County Aviation Department; a donation of $100,000 

to the Denise Moon Memorial Fund at The Miami 

Foundation; and $20,000 representing costs of 

investigation payable to the Miami-Dade County 

Aviation Department.  

Thereafter, the insureds claimed indemnification for 

these payments from its directors and officers liability 

insurer, who denied coverage. In the ensuing coverage 

litigation, the trial court granted the insurer’s motion 

for summary judgment and denied the insureds’ 

motion for summary judgment. The Eleventh Circuit 

affirmed. 

Issue 

Whether, as a matter of Florida law, insurance 

contracts do not insure the restitution of ill-gotten 

gains. 

Holding 

Yes. The court held that Florida public policy 

considerations preclude a directors and officers 

liability insurance policy from covering the restitution 

of ill-gotten gains. In doing so, the court declined to 

read into the insuring agreement the exclusionary 

provisions’ requirement that intentional misconduct or 

ill-gotten gains be determined by final adjudication on 

the merits.  

After determining that, as a matter of Florida law, 

insurance contracts do not insure the restitution of ill-

gotten gains, the court then concluded that coverage 

for the $184,000 payment to the Miami-Dade County 

Aviation Department and the $20,000 costs of 

investigation also payable to the Miami-Dade County 

Aviation Department were uninsurable restitution.  

The court reasoned that the $184,000 payment was 

made to resolve a criminal investigation charging the 

insureds with grand theft, and the amount of the 

payment is equal to the amount of the insureds’ 

alleged ill-gotten gains that accrued within the statute 

of limitations. The court found that the costs of 

investigation payment was also restitution “for the 

same reasons.”  

Finally, the court found that the insureds’ donation 

was not “Loss” because “Loss” excluded “criminal or 

civil fines or penalties imposed by law” and the 

donation was “plainly a penalty.” 
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8. In re Verizon Insurance Coverage 
Appeals, 2019 WL 5616263 (Del. Sup. Ct. 
October 31, 2019)  

Why it’s important 

Most public company D&O insurance policies provide 

coverage for the corporate entity only for “Securities 

Claims.” But what constitutes a “Securities Claim”? 

This is the key question for determining whether entity 

coverage is available in the first instance.  The 

Delaware Supreme Court’s October 31, 2019 decision 

reverses a March 15, 2017 ruling in which the Delaware 

Superior Court took a broad view of the “Securities 

Claim” definition and significantly expanded the scope 

of entity coverage. 

Jurisdiction 

Supreme Court of Delaware 

Applicable law 

Delaware 

Brief background 

In 2006, Verizon divested its print and electronic 

directories business to its stockholders in a tax-free 

spin-off transaction. As part of transaction, Verizon 

created Idearc and appointed John Dierksen to serve 

as Idearc’s sole director. Idearc obtained Verizon’s 

print and online directory business in exchange for 146 

million of Idearc stock, $7.1 billion in Idearc debt, and 

$2.5 billion in cash. Verizon then distributed Idearc 

common stock to Verizon shareholders, and Idearc 

launched a separate business with 9.1 billion in debt.  

Idearc operated as an independent, publicly traded 

company until it filed for bankruptcy in 2009. The 

bankruptcy trustee pursued $14 billion in damages 

against Verizon and others on behalf of creditors, for 

allegedly saddling Idearc with excessive debt at the 

time of the spin-off.  

The complaint alleged violations of fraudulent transfer 

statutes, payment of unlawful dividends in violation of 

Delaware General Corporation Law, and common law 

counts for breach of fiduciary duty, aiding and 

abetting a breach of fiduciary duty, promotor liability, 

unjust enrichment, and alter ego liability. Although 

Verizon and Dierksen prevailed they incurred $48 

million in defense costs, which the insurer denied 

coverage for on the basis that the bankruptcy trustee’s 

complaint did not constitute a “Securities Claim.”  
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In the coverage litigation, the trial court granted 

Verizon’s motion for summary judgment. The Supreme 

Court of Delaware reversed.  

Issue 

Whether fiduciary duty, unlawful dividend, and 

fraudulent transfer claims brought by bankruptcy 

trustee against company and others are “Securities 

Claims” covered under the directors and officers 

insurance policy.  

Holding 

No. Litigation trustee’s complaint did not allege any 

violations of regulations, rules, or statutes “regulating 

securities.” Court reasoned that the words used in 

definition of “Securities Claim” mirrored those in 

specific area of law recognized as securities 

regulation, and reasoned that the words used in 

“Securities Claim” are aimed at securities law, and not 

of general application to other areas of law.  

Court concluded that bankruptcy trustee’s claims 

(fiduciary duty violations, unlawful dividends under 

Delaware law, statutory fraudulent transfer claims, 

and unjust enrichment and alter ego common law 

claims) were not “Securities Claims,” and therefore 

not covered, because none implicated a regulation, 

rule or statute “specifically directed towards securities 

law.” Court rejected Verizon’s argument that 

“regulating securities” should broadly include any 

“laws one most follow when engaging in securities 

transactions.”  

9. Westport Insurance Corporation v. 
Hippo Fleming & Pertile Law Offices, 2019 
WL 5855792 (3rd Cir. November 8, 2019)  

Why it’s important 

Many professional liability policies contain exclusions 

for conduct undertaken by an insured in an uninsured 

capacity. Complications arise when a claim alleges 

that the insured acted in both insured and uninsured 

capacities. In this decision, the Third Circuit concluded 

that a law firm’s professional liability insurer had no 

duty to defend legal malpractice and breach of legal 

services claims because they were “inextricably 

intertwined” with the insured lawyer’s activities with 

an outside real estate company. 

Jurisdiction 

United States Court of Appeals, Third Circuit 

Applicable law 

Pennsylvania 

Brief background 

The insured law firm and lawyer were hit with a 

lawsuit arising from their prior legal representation of 

a client, which included counselling on a variety of 

real estate deals the lawyer wished to pursue 

individually.  

In addition to his legal work in the real estate area, 

the lawyer was also involved with his own real estate 

investments and development company. In the 

complaint, the client alleged that the lawyer was 

disloyal and that he prioritized his development 

company’s interests over the client’s.  

Specifically, the client alleged that the lawyer 

conspired to divert real estate opportunities away 

from the client for his development company’s 

benefit. The client also alleged that the lawyer and his 

development company poached several employees 

away from the client. The law firm and lawyer asked 

their professional liability insurer to defend and 

indemnify them. The insurer refused and brought a 

declaratory judgment action.  

The insurer then moved for summary judgment, 

arguing that it was not obligated to defend against the 

lawsuit based on the policy’s Outside Business 

Exclusion. The Outside Business Exclusion excluded 

coverage for any “claim based upon, arising out of, 

attributable to or directly or indirectly resulting from [ 

] any Insured’s activities” arising from involvement 

with a company “other than the Named Insured.”  

The insureds conceded that counts III-XI of the 

complaint were, in isolation, outside the scope of the 

insurance policy, but argued that counts I and II (which 

alleged legal malpractice and breach of the legal 

services contract) were covered, and therefore the 

insurer had a duty to defend all counts. 

Issue 

Whether an Outside Business Exclusion in a law firm’s 

professional liability policy barred coverage for a 

lawsuit that included claims of disloyalty and other 

wrongdoing arising out of the lawyer’s activities with a 

real estate business. 
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Holding 

Yes. The district court granted summary judgment in 

the insurer’s favor, finding that each count in the 

underlying lawsuit alleged that the insured “acted to 

benefit his own business interests to [the client’s] 

detriment,” which necessitated the conclusion that 

the Outside Business Exclusion applies to all counts in 

the underlying lawsuit as a matter of law. The Third 

Circuit affirmed. First, the Third Circuit emphasized 

that the Outside Business Exclusion is “broad.”  

Next, the Third Circuit examined the facts alleged in 

the underlying complaint and found that the legal 

malpractice and breach of legal services allegations 

were “inextricably intertwined” with the lawyer’s 

uninsured activities. Therefore, those counts were 

“based upon, arising out of, attributable to or directly 

or indirectly resulting from” the lawyer’s uninsured 

activities. 

10. ISCO Industries, Inc. v. Great American 
Insurance Co., 2019 WL 6353709 (Court of 
Appeals of Ohio, First District, Hamilton 
County, November 27, 2019)  

Why it’s important 

Claims-made and reported policies typically provide 

coverage for Claims that are both made and reported 

within the Policy Period (or reported within a certain 

amount of days after policy expiration). However, 

even when these conditions are not met, when claims-

made insurers issue successive policies to insureds, 

policyholders typically make an equitable argument for 

coverage (i.e. “continuous coverage”). Courts around 

the country have been increasingly rejecting the 

“continuous coverage” argument, as the Ohio Court of 

Appeals did in ISCO Industries. 

Jurisdiction 

Court of Appeals of Ohio, First District 

Applicable law 

Ohio 

Brief background 

The insured entered into a claims-made insurance 

agreement with its insurer for directors and officers 

and entity coverage for a period covering March 19, 

2013 to March 19, 2014. The insured renewed the 

policy twice for the periods covering March 19, 2014 to 

March 19, 2015 and March 19, 2015 to March 19, 2016.  

The policy required that the insured give notice of a 

civil proceeding against it “as soon as practicable from 

the date the General Counsel, Risk Manager, or person 

with equivalent responsibility has knowledge of the 

Claim, and in no event later than ninety (90) days 

after the end of the Policy Period.”  

On February 25, 2014, a third party Canadian 

corporation filed a lawsuit in Canada against the 

insured and several of its individual employees. Almost 

a year and a half later, on August 20, 2015, the insured 

notified its insurer of the lawsuit. The insured denied 

coverage on the basis that the insured failed to timely 

notify it of the lawsuit.  

In the ensuing coverage litigation, the parties did not 

dispute that the filing of the Canada lawsuit was a civil 

proceeding, and that the insured failed to notify the 

insurer of the Canada lawsuit within 90 days after the 

end of the policy period. Nevertheless, the insured 

argued that coverage existed because the insured 

renewed the policy. 

Issue 

(1) Whether insured provided timely notice to insurer 

of underlying claim; and (2) Whether the insurer must 

show that it was prejudiced by the late notice in order 

to deny coverage on that basis. 

Holding 

(1) No. The court held that the notice provision 

providing a 90 day extended reporting window was 

unambiguous, and did not support the insured’s 

position that policy renewal creates an expectation of 

continuous and seamless coverage so long as the 

insured reported its claim within a reasonable time; 

(2) No. The court held that the notice-prejudice rule 

does not apply to the policy here, which requires the 

insured to provide notice to the insurer of a civil 

proceeding no later than 90 days after the end of the 

policy period. Therefore, the insurer did not need to 

demonstrate that it was prejudiced by the insureds 

untimely notice of a claim in order to deny coverage. 
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Further information 

To find out more about our services and expertise, and 

key contacts, go to: 

kennedyslaw.com/directorsofficers 
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